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Foreword

n October 2019 former U.S. President Donald Trump defied international
criticism and withdrew American support for Kurdish allies battling the

jihadists of Islamic State in Syria. The Kurds had spearheaded the
destruction of I.S.’s so-called caliphate and had suffered thousands of
casualties on the battlefield, so Trump’s action amounted to a huge betrayal.
I’d always planned to write a book about the Kurds; Trump forced my hand.
The time was right.

Whilst I hope my research stands up to academic scrutiny, what follows
is not a scholarly tome for eggheads; it’s more an impulsive and hopefully
illuminating insight into a people who’ve always shown me kindness and
respect as I went about my journalistic business of chronicling their lives
and their eternal quest for independence.

Although I retain a huge affection for the indomitable Kurds, I’ve
remained true to the journalistic principle of objectivity, so there will be
anecdotes and comments that might appear mean-spirited and disapproving
to some Kurdish friends.

But the reality is I’ve attended meetings when Kurdish ministers have
brazenly demanded kickbacks on multimillion-dollar contracts, and I’ve
spent time with Kurdish militia who didn’t always play by the
internationally accepted rules of war.

Warts and all is the only way I can write, and for those who feel hurt by
some revelations I’d say: soak it up and accept the overall tone of this book
as being a generous tribute to a remarkable race of people who’ve suffered
so much at the hands of invaders throughout the millennia.

KURDISH CHRONOLOGY - THE LAST 100 YEARS

1920: Kurds are promised their own land under the Treaty of Sèvres, one of
the treaties that ends the First World War and dismantles the Ottoman
Empire. But the pledge made by Britain, France and the U.S. to the Kurds



goes unfulfilled, and national borders are drawn across the hoped-for region
of Greater Kurdistan.

Kurdish nationalism grows, and the rest of the century will be marked by
revolts and uprisings by Kurdish tribal leaders against the nation states that
oppose their demand for self-rule and try to suppress Kurdish identity.

1923: The Turkish Republic is founded by Mustafa Kemal Ataturk after a
war of independence, with a Turkish-centric, centralised state that faces
uprisings from Kurdish tribes. These are quashed with military force. Later,
policies repressing Kurdish rights and identity are put in place, with
Kurdish languages banned and Kurds forced to ‘Turkify’ their names, as
well as the names of towns and villages.

1946: The Soviet Union, which occupies Iran alongside the Allies and is
trying to annex the country’s northwest, encourages Kurdish nationalism
and the establishment of a self-ruling mini-state that claims autonomy from
Iran called the Republic of Mahabad. The short-lived republic is destroyed
when the Soviets pull out.

1958: Tribal leader Mustapha Al-Barzani, who had fought for the Mahabad
Republic, returns to his homeland in northern Iraq to lead an uprising for an
autonomous Kurdish nation. This starts a war against the Iraqi state that
lasts until 1970.

1962: A fifth of Syrian Kurds in the largely Kurdish north-east region are
stripped of Syrian nationality, barring them from employment, education,
civil property rights and political representation. Many lose their land,
which the state hands to Arab and Assyrian settlers.

1972: Iran’s Shah asks Richard Nixon, U.S. president, to help him support
Barzani’s uprising against the Iraqi state. Iraq is Soviet-aligned, and Nixon
agrees to begin supplying the Kurds with weapons. In 1975, however, the
Shah makes a deal with Iraq, cutting out the Kurds and causing their
abandonment by the Americans.

1978: The Kurdistan Workers’ party (PKK), a radical militant group, is
founded by Abdullah Ocalan, a Turkish Kurd, with the aim of toppling the
Turkish government using violent means.



1984: The PKK uses Kurdish northern Iraq as a base for a guerrilla war
against Turkey, which continues on and off for the next four decades. The
PKK commits terrorist atrocities, while Turkey arrests and imprisons
politically active Kurds.

1987 to 1988: In the closing days of the Iran-Iraq war, Saddam Hussein, the
Ba’athist dictator, launches a genocidal campaign against Iraqi Kurds,
culminating in a chemical attack on the Kurdish town of Halabja. It kills up
to 5,000 people in a single day.

1991: A Kurdish uprising in northern Iraq is encouraged by the
administration of George H.W. Bush, U.S. president, after Saddam was
pushed out of Kuwait in the first Gulf War. It is crushed by the Iraqi
dictator. Hundreds of thousands of Kurds flee into the mountain ranges on
the Iraqi-Turkish border. The devastation prompts the U.S. and other
Western partners to create a no-fly zone to stop Saddam from bombing the
Kurds. It remains in place until the U.S.-led invasion of 2003.

2003: The U.S. works with Iraqi Kurds and the Kurdistan region during the
invasion of Iraq. After the fall of Saddam, the Kurdistan Region of Iraq
gains autonomous status and enjoys an economic boom.

2011: The Syrian civil war presents an opportunity for Syrian Kurds to form
an autonomous administration in northeast Syria. The U.S. chooses
experienced Kurdish fighters of the PKK-aligned People’s Protection Units
(YPG) to spearhead the fight in northeast Syria against ISIS, extreme Sunni
jihadis who have taken advantage of the power vacuum to seize control of a
vast territory across Syria and Iraq.

2015: The collapse of a faltering peace process between the PKK and the
Turkish state leads to a surge in violence. Urban warfare erupts in cities
across Turkey’s Kurdish majority south-east, and a wave of PKK-linked
bombings hit cities to the west, including the capital Ankara and Istanbul.

The breakdown in the talks that had been spearheaded by Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and accompanied by reforms aimed at
improving Kurdish rights is followed by a wave of arrests of Kurdish
activists and politicians.



2018: In December, Trump makes his first threat to withdraw U.S. troops
from the fight against ISIS, saying the jihadis have been defeated. He
moderates his position to a partial drawdown after a furious backlash in the
U.S. and abroad at the abandoning of the Kurds who have been allies of the
U.S. in combating the extremists in northeast Syria.

2019: The Syrian Democratic Forces, made up of Kurdish fighters as well
as Arab groups opposed to President Bashar Al-Assad’s regime, finally win
territorial victory over ISIS in north-east Syria with backing from an
international coalition led by the U.S.

October 7 2019: Trump says U.S. troops are leaving the Turkish-Syrian
border area, where they have been conducting joint patrols with Turkey as
part of a mechanism to reassure Ankara that separatist Kurdish fighters will
not use the area to attack Turkey. Trump is widely seen as giving a green
light to a long-threatened Turkish military advance into this territory, pitting
America’s Kurdish allies against an enemy they consider a greater threat
than ISIS.

WHERE ARE THE KURDS?
Getting hold of accurate figures for current Kurdish populations in 2021 is
hard-going because recent conflicts have created so much displacement and
the numbers have sometimes been manipulated by Kurds themselves and
national governments, for political ends.

According to America’s Central Intelligence Agency’s Factbook: Kurds
in Turkey form almost twenty percent of the population, although Kurdish
sources maintain its twenty five percent or around twenty million people.

Kurds in Iraq are the largest ethnic group numbering just over six million
or around twenty percent of the population.

In Iran, Kurds live mostly in the northwest and the northeast of the
Islamic Republic. Numbering around seven million, they make up around
eight percent of the population.

Many tens of thousands of Kurds have fled northern Syria in recent
years, but before the civil war there were 1.6 million Kurdish people, or
nine percent of the population, that nation’s largest ethnic group.



The Kurdish diaspora is around 1.5 million with pockets of Kurdish
communities across the globe.

Before the Lebanese civil war in the 1980s and Israel’s invasion and
occupation, there were around 100,000 Kurds in Lebanon, mainly in urban
areas like including the slums of Beirut, or in Tripoli, Sidon and Tyre.

That figure has dropped to around 60,000 now, with many Kurds unable
to acquire citizenship; some are even registered as Palestinian or their
status: ‘qaid al-dars’ or under consideration.

There were no formally recognised Kurdish territories in the former
Soviet Union, but it’s estimated, very roughly, there are about half a million
Kurds mainly in the Caucuses, with approximately 200,000 in Azerbaijan,
75,000 in Armenia and 40,000 in Georgia.

Other large Kurdish communities now in modern day Russia include
35,000 in Siberia, with 30,000 of them settled in Vladivostok.

Successive periods of political and social turmoil from the 1960s onward
forced around 1.3 million Kurds to find sanctuary in Western Europe. Most
have settled in Germany, Austria, the Benelux countries, U.S., France,
Switzerland and the United Kingdom where there’s a thriving Kurdish
community in parts of north London and former mill towns of Yorkshire,
like Dewsbury. In the UK’s 2011 Census, 50,000 people gave their ethnicity
as Kurdish.

Canada is another destination for Kurds, mainly political refugees or
those seeking better economic prospects. Latest figures from Statistics
Canada put the Kurdish population at almost 12,000.

In the United States Kurds from Iraq and Iran started to arrive in
significant numbers into Nashville, Tennessee, in 1976. The south of the
city is now home to the largest U.S. Kurdish community and is nicknamed
Little Kurdistan, a neighborhood clustered around the Salahadeen Centre,
the first Kurdish mosque to open in North America.

As of the time of writing the Nashville Police Department employed one
Kurdish police officer and was training another, which might be useful in
combatting the worrying trend of the present generation of U.S.-born Kurds
joining street gangs.

Reliable sources estimate there are 20,000 ethnic Kurds in the U.S.
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KURDISH POLITICAL GROUPS IN THE MIDDLE EAST.

IRAQ:
Action Party for the Independence of Kurdistan
Democratic Patriotic Alliance of Kurdistan
Gorran Movement
Islamic Fayli Grouping in Iraq
Islamic Group Kurdistan
Islamic Kurdish Society
Islamic Movement of Kurdistan
Islamic Kurdish League
Kurdish Revolutionary Hezbollah
Kurdish Tribal Association
Kurdistan Communist Party
Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP)
Kurdistan Islamic Union
Kurdistan Toilers’ Party
Kurdish Socialist Party
Kurdistan Conservative Party
Kurdistan National Democratic Union
Kurdistan Socialist Democratic Party
Kurdistan Revolutionary Party
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK)

IRAN:
Kurdistan Democratic Party of Iran (KDPI)
Kurdistan Free Life Party (PJAK)
Eastern Kurdistan Units (YRK)
Women’s Defence Forces (HPJ)
Komola
Kurdish United Front
Kurdistan Freedom Party (PAK)



TURKEY:
Communist Party of Kurdistan (KKP)
Democracy Party (DEP)
Democratic People’s Party (DEHAP)
Democratic Society Party (DTP)
Hereketa İslamiya Kurdistan (HİK)
Kurdish Hizbollah
Islamic Party of Kurdistan (PİK)
Kurdistan Communities Union (KCK)
Kurdistan Democratic Party/North (KDP/Bakur)
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK)
People’s Defence Forces (HPG)
National Liberation Front of Kurdistan (ERNK)
Peace and Democracy Party (BDP)
Democratic Regions Party (DBP)
Peoples’ Democratic Party (HDP)
People’s Democracy Party (HADEP)
People’s Labour Party (HEP)
Revolutionary Party of Kurdistan (PŞK)
Rights and Freedoms Party (HAK-PAR)
Society for the Rise of Kurdistan
Xoybûn (CSK)
Workers Vanguard Party of Kurdistan (PPKK)
Kurdistan Freedom Hawks (TAK)
Marxist–Leninist Communist Party (MLKP)
DHKP/C
Communist Party of Turkey/Marxist–Leninist (TKP/ML)
Revolutionary Headquarter
Communist Labour Party of Turkey/Leninist (TKEP/L)
Patriotic Revolutionary Youth Movement (YDG-H)
Civil Protection Units (YPS)
Civil Protection Units-Women (YPS-Jin)

SYRIA:
Kurdish National Alliance in Syria (HNKS)
Syrian Democratic Council (SDC)



Democratic Union Party (Syria) (PYD)
Movement for a Democratic Society (TEV-DEM)
People’s Protection Units (YPG)
Women’s Protection Units (YPJ)
Asayish
Kurdish National Council (ENKS)
Kurdistan Democratic Party of Syria (KDP-S)
Kurdish Supreme Committee
Kurdish Democratic Political Union
Euphrates Volcano
Jabhat al-Akrad
United Freedom Forces

KURDISH NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh, enemy! The Kurdish people live on,
They have not been crushed by the weapons of any time
Let no one say Kurds are dead, they are living
They live and never shall we lower our flag

We are descendants of the red banner of the revolution
Look at our past, how bloody it is
Let no one say Kurds are dead, they are living
They live and never shall we lower our flag

The Kurdish youth rise bravely,
With their blood they coloured the crown of life
Let no one say Kurds are dead, they are living
They live and never shall we lower our flag

We are the descendants of the Medes and Cyaxares
Kurdistan is our religion, our credo,
Let no one say Kurds are dead, they are living
They live and never shall we lower our flag

The Kurdish youth are ready and prepared,
To give their life as the supreme sacrifice
Let no one say Kurds are dead, they are living



They live and never shall we lower our flag
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1. Magic carpet ride

usk on a dirt road in lawless east Turkey and another chapter in the
world of television news gathering was unfolding. The year was 1993,

and cameraman Tim and I were on assignment during the dog days of a
Turkish summer. We’d found ourselves outside the curiously named city of
Batman, which my guidebook described as: ‘a sprawl of non-descript
cement buildings of no historical interest – charmless.’

I wouldn’t disagree.
We’d been dispatched to east Turkey by Sky News to cover the story of

British engineer David Rowbottom and his Australian travelling companion
and cousin, Tanya Miller, who’d been snatched at gunpoint by Kurdish
separatists known as the PKK.

The hapless pair, both twenty-eight, were captured after they’d set off
from the town of Tatvan on mountain bikes to explore a nearby extinct
volcano.

I didn’t have a lot of sympathy.
Hadn’t they known it was dangerous to take an afternoon cycle ride in a

region where at least twenty-five people were being killed every day in
battles between the Turkish Army and the PKK?

The kidnapping was a big story in the UK and, as we’d already been in
Turkey for two days, I knew my foreign editor Nick Jennings would be
impatiently tapping his fingers in London waiting for a Cookson
‘exclusive,’ namely: an interview with the kidnapped pair held at gunpoint
somewhere in the Taurus Mountains.

Turkish secret police had tailed us since we’d flown in to Diyarbakir,
near the border with Iraq, but we’d given the spooks the slip and arranged a
clandestine rendezvous with two PKK fighters outside Batman.

They’d agreed to smuggle us to their hideout where Rowbottom and
Miller were being held.

When we met the two PKK fighters had already unfurled two carpets
next to their truck.



‘Mr. John and Mr. Tim, lay down on the carpets, we’re going to roll you
up in them and take you up the mountain in the back of our truck,’ grunted
Harjar, guerrilla number one.

It sounds like madness, dear reader, but we journalists live in a world of
sudden, spontaneous travel and disappearing up a mountain, rolled up in
carpets, in the back of a lorry driven by a couple of terrorists: well... it’s
what we do.

Tim and I weren’t without conflict zone experience. I’d already covered
the Iran-Iraq war during the 1980s and others, including Saddam’s invasion
of Kuwait in 1990.

‘We dodged a bullet last time, so why not give the old wheel of fortune
another spin?’ is how Tim and I, perhaps foolishly, rationalised our
decision.

Minutes later, both of us were bouncing around in the back of a truck,
wrapped up in carpets like a couple of Swiss rolls, heading up a mountain
track toward a secret PKK base.

After about thirty minutes the truck screeched to a stop and we heard a
verbal altercation in Turkish between driver, Harjar, and other raised male
voices.

From within my carpet cocoon I surmised we’d run into a Turkish Army
roadblock.

I was right.
As the argument intensified, Harjar stepped hard on the gas and the truck

lurched off at breakneck speed. I thought I heard shots fired at us as we
zigzagged away and up the mountain track.

From inside my carpet I yelled to young Tim: ‘You OK, mate?’
‘Never better, John,’ came the stoic response from a cameraman who

was generally one of life’s unfazed.
For some reason the Turkish soldiers didn’t make chase. Whether they

couldn’t be bothered, or Harjar and his comrade had convinced them they
were local farmers, I don’t know, but we’d soon put distance between us
and the army checkpoint.

Twenty minutes later the truck braked, and Harjar and his pal got out and
hoisted Tim and I, still wrapped in carpets, onto the track where they rolled
us out gasping for breath in the chill night air.

While we both enjoyed the rush of oxygen and release from our carpet
wrapping, our escorts changed out of jeans and T-shirts and into the PKK’s



olive military fatigues. The remainder of the journey to the PKK base was
on foot, at times on hands and knees.

Four of us crawled up an unforgiving scree slope for about a half hour by
torchlight, until we reached a makeshift PKK mountain base.

Their camp was among oak trees, which had grown bended over by the
prevailing east wind. At ground level thorn bushes caught on our clothes.
There were a dozen or so olive green tents used either as sleeping quarters
or storage for thousands of rounds of ammunition packed in boxes with
Russian markings.

Elsewhere the guerrillas had stretched tarpaulins between tree branches
to give shelter for a kitchen, with a gas-fired stove and a general mess area.
We’d arrived at one of the PKK’s temporary forward operating bases from
which they mounted lightning attacks on the Turkish Army in the valleys
below - the same soldiers we’d encountered earlier.

Harjar and his pal kissed male comrades on both cheeks in the brotherly
style of the region and, greetings over, I asked to speak to their commander.

‘Welcome,’ growled Marwan, a jowly, war-weary, Kurdish fighter in his
mid-forties, who’d wandered over.

I told him I was very keen to speak on camera to the two Western
hostages: Rowbottom and Miller.

‘Eat first,’ responded Marwan, who gestured toward tureens of mutton
and rice on wooden tables a few paces away. Some of his fighters already
sat cross-legged under trees tucking into dinner.

I was desperate to get our interviews in the can and a news report filed
from Ankara before broadcast rivals BBC and ITN, who also had camera
crews in the region, had a chance to catch up.

I pressed Marwan again.
‘Sorry, Mr. John... Mr. David and Miss Tanya were here, but we moved

them to another place,’ he said without further elaboration.
Marwan was a man of few words, and no amount of pleading – even me

lying it was my birthday and I faced the sack from Sky News if I didn’t get
the interviews – was going to change his mind.

‘Why don’t you speak to my fighters and report about them instead?’ he
suggested.

Unique among insurgent groups in the Middle East, a third of the PKK
fighters were female with waist length, raven hair platted into rainbow head



bandanas – the ratio of PKK women fighting in Syria, southern Turkey and
northern Iraq is around the same today.

They and their male companions were mostly in their twenties and
thirties; overall a handsome bunch with sallow complexions, jet black hair
and identically dressed in grey green military fatigues, with AK47s strung
across their shoulders.

I like to have an informal chat before an on-camera interview to break
the ice, but they were a tough crowd, as they say in showbiz. I knew they
were passionate followers of the communist Titan Karl Marx; however, I
didn’t expect them to be utterly brainwashed and unable to converse about
anything other than the late Mr. K and his anti-capitalist musings.

As Tim’s camera rolled, I asked Axin, a young guerrilla, what her family
thought of her fighting a deadly, hot war against the might of the Turkish
Army.

‘Do your folks worry about you?’ I inquired.
She shrugged her shoulders and launched into a rant about how her life

was dedicated to ‘the overthrow of capitalism through a socialist
revolution,’ and how her earthly duty was: ‘to smash the hated the class
system. I don’t care what my mother and father think. My duty is to follow
the philosophies of Karl Marx,’ she parroted.

Another female fighter, Ruken, delivered a tirade about the evils of
capitalism and then revealed she was a sniper – she’d shot a Turkish soldier
dead earlier in the day.

‘I got him cleanly in the head. He just dropped down,’ she said without
emotion.

The male fighters were equally hooked on Marx. My attempt to lighten
the mood with a chat about a recent Real Madrid-Barcelona football game
fell on deaf ears. Marx meant more to them than Messi.

What was also odd: none of those glassy eyed, young guerrillas raised so
much as a flicker of a smile or made any attempt to engage with Tim and I
as we moved around the camp. It was if we were invisible to them.

I understood their rock-solid commitment to the cause, but their
aloofness was strange to me because Kurds in general tend to be sociable
and inquisitive in the company of foreigners, especially a Western reporter
and cameraman.

For sure, being constantly bombed by Turkish warplanes and witnessing
companions being shot or blown to bits would have taken a severe mental



toll, but as we wrapped up filming I couldn’t fathom why they were so
downcast.

Something wasn’t quite right.
I concluded their general melancholy was because there was no clear end

to their war against the Turks; no demob day to look forward to.
It wasn’t until years later I watched a French television documentary that

uncovered evidence once PKK fighters had joined a unit - that was it. They
were pretty much locked in for years. Leave was very limited and they
risked being shot by their own comrades if they deserted.

The film also uncovered compelling testimony from those fighters
who’d escaped and found sanctuary, that female PKK members were
frequently subject to sexual abuse.

If the melancholy young men and women we met in the Taurus
Mountains were effectively prisoners and perhaps being abused, as the
French documentary suggested, it would have explained so much.

A PKK patrol



Female PKK fighters
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